A self-pumping lab-on-a-chip for rapid detection of botulinum toxin.
A robust poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) surface treatment was utilized for the development of a self-pumping lab-on-a-chip (LOC) to rapidly detect minute quantities of toxic substances. One such toxin, botulinum neurotoxin (BoNT), is an extremely lethal substance, which has the potential to cause hundreds of thousands of fatalities if as little as a few grams are released into the environment. To prevent such an outcome, a quick (<45 min) and sensitive detection format is needed. We have developed a self-pumping LOC that can sense down to 1 pg of BoNT type A (in a 1 microL sample) within 15 min in an autonomous manner. The key technologies enabling for such a device are a sensitive electrochemical sensor, an optimized fluidic network and a robust hydrophilic PDMS coating, thereby facilitating autonomous delivery of liquid samples for rapid detection. The stability, simplicity and portability of this device make possible for a storable and distributable system for monitoring bioterrorist attacks.